Policies
We reviewed policies of various stakeholders within the environmental sciences, looking for evidence of data citation policies and attribution suggestions. 
Data Citation in the Wild

Practices
We reviewed 500 articles in six leading environmental science journals, 2000 2010. Data attribution patterns varied widely in the body of the articles that reused data (n=221):
We found that data citation policies are rarely articulated, lack standardization, and -even where commonly followed -may fail to support attribution discovery.
As a result of diverse practices and tool limitations, data citations are currently very difficult to track.
Call to action
For scholars to receive credit for reuse of their data: 1.Publishers and repositories need to standardize data citation policies 2.Data citations need to facilitate attribution inference (e.g. through unique dataset identifiers) 3.Automated tools for tracking data citations need to be developed Until there is a widely adopted standard for data citations that enables automated tracking of data reuse, scholars will lack a key incentive for sharing their data publicly. 
